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SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT LUBRICATION SYSTEM INVESTIGATION 
by 
W. L. Rhoads 
ABSTRACT 
Ball bearings and face seals for use on Mach 3 aircraft gas 
turbine engine mainshafts have been evaluated in tests of up to 
50 hours duration using a recirculating system with jet lubrica-
tion under typical engine load and speed conditions with the seals 
exposed to 1200 0F air and to a pressure differential of 100 psi. 
Three lubricants were evaluated in these tests. Mobil 
Jet II ester (MIL-L-23699 specification) performed adequately at 
5000F bearing temperature (400°F oil-in) without inert gas 
blanketing for 50 hours. Two synthetic hydrocarbon fluids tested 
with an inert gas blanket (Mobil XRM-I09F plus 10% Kendex high-
molecular-weight mineral-oil resin, and Mobil XRM-I09F plus 10% 
Kendex resin plus Mobil XRM-127B blended to the same viscosity 
as XRM-I09F) performed well at 650°F bearing temperature (500°F 
oil-in). The test with the blend of three fluids ran for the 
full 50 hours; however, system performance during the other 
hydrocarbon test was limited by oil seal failure after 32 hours. 
During the two full 50 hour tests a new oil seal design with 
piston-ring secondary seal and hydrodynamic gas-bearing primary 
sealing face was used with most encouraging results. 
-vi-





















SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT LUBRICATION SYSTEM INVESTIGATION 
by 
W. L. Rhoads 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This is the second periodical report under NASA Contract 
NAS3-6267, Phase II, and covers the Baseline and Qualifying Test 
portion of Task III of this contract. 
The performance of aircraft gas turbine mainshaft ball 
bearings, seals, and lubricants under simulated (Mach 3) supersonic 
transport engine conditions is being studied using the most 
advanced materials, designs, and manufacturing techniques available. 
A recirculating system with jet lubrication which may be inert gas 
blanketed was used for all testing. Three lubricants, selected 
on the basis of results of testing in Task II of this Phase and in 
Phase I were run for up to 50 hours in the tests reported herein. 
These results will be used to assist in the selection of the two 
fluids to be used in endurance testing. 
To recapitulate, in Phase I of this program, five advanced 
fluids were evaluated in the recirculating oil bearing-seal test 
rig, and five other fluids in a similar once-through (oil-mist) 
system, by running three-hour screening tests at bearing temper-
atures in the 600-800 o F region. The most promising mist fluid 
and the two most promising recirculating fluids were then tested 
for longer periods of time. In Phase II, three additional fluids 
were screened in the recirculating-oil system in three -hour tests 
at bearing temperatures in the 550-700 o F range (Task II). Based 
on the results of all screening tests, the three 50 hour tests 
reported herein were run with the most promising fluids in the 
recirculating-oil system. Using these results, two endurance 
tests of up to 250 hours duration will be cohducted later 
(TASK III) in the recirculating-oil system. 
II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In Phase II, both Task I (procurement and set-up of equipment) 
and Task II (screening tests) have been completed. Within Task III, 
one Baseline and two Qualifying tests have been completed. These 
Task III tests were run for up to 50 hours duration at specified 
test conditions in increments of no more than 10 hours continuous 
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running. The three lubricants evaluated were Mobil Jet II, an 
ester meeting the MIL-L-23699 specification; Mobil XRM-I09F 
(synthetic paraffinic hydrocarbon) blended with 10% by weight of 
Kendex resin (highly refined, high molecular weight paraffinic 
resin); and a blend of Mobil XRM-I09F4 Mobil XRM-127B (less 
viscous version of XRM-I09F) and 10% Kendex resin, in such 
quantity to give the blend the same bulk viscosity as Mobil 
XRM-I09F. The baseline test used an M50 steel bearing 
(@ ~W 459981 G design) with a piston ring secondary oil seal 
and was run without inert gas blanketing. The qualifying, 
tests were run using W849 steel bearings (~~W 459980 H design) 
under an inert gas blanket with a variety of seal designs and 
materials. 
The tests performed in this Task show the following: 
1. Mobil Jet II ester performed adequately for 50 hours of 
open-atmosphere baseline testing at bearing temperatures of 500° 
to 530°F. Some surface distress was evident which may indicate 
this lubricant is marginal for long term operation in this 
temperature region. No evidence of bearing thermal instabilities 
were noted. 
2. Mobil XRM-I09F plus 10% Kendex resin performed well for 32 
hours at 640° to 660°F bearing temperature using inert blanket-
ing. Test termination was caused by oil seal failure. This 
fluid appears suitable for longer term operation at these con-
ditions. 
3. The blend of Mobil XRM-I09F, Mobil XRM-127B and Kendex resin 
performed well for 50 hours under an inert blanket at 640° to 
650°F bearing temperature. The suitability of this fluid for 
longer term operation at these conditions is doubtful. The 
viscosity of this blend was increased by 87% during the test, 
probably due to distillation of the lighter XRM-127B constituent. 
4. With the proper selection of oil seal carbon, shoulder 
plating, face load, and oil cooling of the shoulder, it was 
possible to get sustained oil seal leakage rates of the order of 
1 scfm without lift-off for over 32 hours with a bellows seal. 
This offers hope for longer trouble-free operation of this type 
of seal in future testing at the extreme conditions encountered 
in this program. 
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5. A new generation of oil seal employing a piston ring second-
ary seal (instead of metallic bellows) in conjunction with a 
shoulder having hydrodynamic lift pads has been successfully run 
for 100 ho~rs without lift-off and is still considered operational. 
While this type of seal has minimum leakage rates 3 to 5 times 
that of the best bellows seal, it offers the best hope of extended 
testing for the remainder of the program. 
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III. TEST DETAILS 
1. Background 
In gas turbine engines designed for use in future generat-
ions of supersonic transport aircraft, the mainshaft thrust bearings 
and the seals used to contain the lubricant in the bearing chamber 
must be capable of operating at 600°F and above. Since lubricant 
degradation must be minimized for long term operation at these 
high temperatures, inert gas blanketing may be employed to reduce 
oxygen to a very low level in the bearing and lubricant system. 
The current state of development of bearings, seals, and 
lubricants is such that short term 0peration under the conditions 
specified for advanced supersonic transport engines is pos~ible. 
However extended operation of candidate bearing-seal-lubrIcant 
systems: to be attempted in Task III of this effort, is needed to 
establish temperature limitations and gystem reliability. 
Within this contract, the § ~W Industries Research Laboratory 
has completed Phase I in which an inerted bearing-seal-lubricant 
system was used to test several lubricants under simulated super-
sonic jet engine conditions. The results of Phase I "testing are 
summarized in (I)? In Phase I the most promising lubricant found 
was Mobil XRM 177F, which consists of the XRM lU9F base-oil used 
in the present Phase II and a proprietary boundary lubricating 
additive of the organic-phosphate class. 
2. Research Objectives 
It is the purpose of Phase II of the program to perform 
additional investigations of the operational limits of the best 
currently available ball bearings, seals, and additional lubricants 
in ~ high temperature recirculating lubrication system under 
conditions simulating those expected in the main propulsion power 
units of an advanced Mach 3 supersonic transport aircraft. It is 
expected that this extended research will result in: 
a) Data pertaining to the maximum temperature capabilities, 
up to 700°F outer race bearing temperature, of several 
promising lubricants not previously tested in a nitrogen 
blanketed recirculating lubrication system 
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to references at the end of the text. 
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b) Operating experience with a modified bearing design 
(Series II) and new cage material and silver plating 
process. 
c) Additional data on the behavior of bellows face seals 
and information on the performance of piston ring 
secondary face seals at extreme speed, temperature, and 
pressure differentials. 
d) Longer-term performance (50 to 250 hours) data on bearing-
seal-recirculating lubrication systems under simulated 
supersonic transport engine conditions with several of 
the most promising fluids found under Phase I and Task II, 
Phase II testing. 
Of the above objectives the work so far completed has covered 
items a, b, c, and the 50 hour testing under d. 
The remainder of this program, already in progress, will cover 
the operation of two fluids for periods of up to 250 hours. 
The phasing of effort is shown in the Gant Chart in 
Enclosure 1, which IS current as of November, 1~68. Appendix 1 
of (5) (Phase II - Scope of Work, Contract NAS3-6267) contains 
a detailed definition of the scope of the present effort. 
3. Test Elements 
The general plan of the test equipment used on this program 
is shown in Enclosure 2. An assembly drawing of the recirculating 
test rig is included as Enclosure 3. Detailed descriptions of 
the equipment and its capabilities have been given in (1,2,3,4). 
a) Bearings 
The test bearings used in this phase have been described 
in detail previously (1,.2, 3, 4, 5). Drawings of the two test 
bearings (459980H,WB49 steel and 45998lG; M50 steel) are shown 
in Enclosures 4 and 5. The ion silver plated 4340 steel cage 
used in all extended testing is shown in Enclosure 6. 
b) Seals 
The dual test seal arrangement used in all testing to date 
-5-






















has been described in detail in (1,2,3,4,5). In several of the 
long term tests reported herein a new design face seal employing 
a carbon piston ring sebondary in place of the previously utilized 
steel bellows secondary has been used (with good success). In 
addition to the different secondary sealing arrangement, the 
shoulder incorporates hydrodynamic lift pads. The piston ring 
seal is shown in Enclosure 7 and the hydrodynamic lift pad 
shoulder is shown in Enclosure 8. Bellows oil and air seals and 
shoulders are shown in Enclosures 9, 10 and 11. 
c) Lubricants 
Data for Mobil Jet II and Mobil XRM-109F pluS 10% Kendex 
0839 high molecular weight resin have been presented in (5). The 
third fluid tested in this Task consisted of the blend of XRM-I09F 
plus 10% Kendex resin with enough (approximately 10%) Mobil 
XRM-127B added to bring the bulk viscosity of this blend down to 
approximately the viscosity of XRM-IO~F (442.6 cs @ 100°F). This 
was don e t 0 ins u ret h II t the goo d per for m 'an ceo f' the M. end t est e d 
in Task II was due to the additive effect of the Kendex resin and 
not to the (relative)y small) bulk viscosity increase of the test 
fluid. 
Mobil XRM-127B is a synthetic hydrocarbon of the same 
chemical family as XRM-I09F, but with a viscosity of 62.7 cs @ 
100°F. 
IV. TEST RESULTS 
The three nominal 50 hour tests conducted under Task III are 
reported in chronological order. All testing was conducted in 
increments of no more than 10 hours at specified conditions with 
a cool down to a bearing outer ring temperature of 200°F before 
restart of the next increment. 
A Summary of these test results is presented in Enclosure 
12. Enclosure l3 ~ummarizes acid number and viscosity data for 
these tests. Enclosure 14 tabulates test elements used in each 
test. A summary of test parameters is presented in Appendix I. 
1. Qualifying Test No. I-Mobil XRM-I09F Plus 10% Kendex Resin 
The first of two specified qualifying tests was run using 
Mobil XRM-I09F hydrocarbon plus 10% (by weight) of Kendex 0839 
resin, a WB49 steel test bearing with an ion silver plated 4340 
steel cage, and an oil seal with AM350 steel bellows, CDJ83 
carbon, and a chromium-carbide plated shoulder modified for oil 
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cooling. An Inco 718 bellows air seal with CDJ83 carbon was used 
for the first 31 hours of testing while a seal having AM350 steel 
bellows and 56HT carbon was used for the last 1.3 hours. A 
chromium-carbide plated air seal shoulder was used throughout. 
This test was run for a total of 32.3 hours at 640° to 660°F 
bearing outer ring temperature, whiCh was accumulated in three 
10-hour, one I-hour, and one 1.3-hour increments. Oil inlet 
t~mperature varied between 490° and 525 Q F. (An additional 5.6 
hours was accumulated at outer ring temperatures between 600° and 
640°F). The inner ring ran between the outer ring temperature 
and 50°F above the outer ring. Some "I" housing heat and shaft 
cooling was required at various points during the test. Oil flow 
was varied between 0.8 and 2 gpm to control test bearing temper-
ature, with most of the test operating at 1.25 gpm. 
The first thirty hours were run without incident with all 
components performing flawlessly. The total seal leakage was in 
the 1 to 3 scfm range, approximately split equally between both 
test seals. 
During the cool down after the third 10-hour increment, tha 
oil seal lifted off and the oil charge was lost. The oil seal 
could not be reseated without disassembling the rig. During 
this disassembly it was noted that the oil seal runner was being 
grooved by the carbon and that the air seal carbon exposed to the 
hot air was being eroded. The rig was re-started and ran for 
I-hour at conditions before heater failures forced another shut 
down and disassembly. During this time it was found that the air 
seal carbon had eroded to the point where it was not considered 
serviceable and it was replaced with a back-up seal with 56HT 
carbon. The rig was assembled and re-started several more times 
(with difficulty due to initial oil seal leakage) and an 
additional 1.3-hours at test conditions accumulated before another 
disassembly was required because the oil seal blew open and would 
not seat. During this disassembly it was noted that the oil seal 
shoulder showed signs of "chatter" in the groove (0.002 to 0.003 
inches deep) worn by the carbon. Because of the difficulty 
experienced in obtaining the last few hours of running at test 
conditions and because of tbe condition of the oil seal, th~ test 
was terminated since it was not considered that the oil seal was 
serviceable any longer. The test bearing was found to be in very 
good condition with signs of very slight glazing in the ball 
paths and light cage pocket wear. The air seal shoulder was in 
good condition. 
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Mobil XRM-l09F plus Kendex resin lubricant is considered 
for further, longer-term testing in this temperature 
Enclosures 15 through 17 present photographs of test 
from this run. 
2. Baseline Test - Mobil Jet II Ester 
An open atmosphere baseline test was run using Mobil Jet II 
ester oil and an M50 steel bearing with an ion silver plated 4340 
steel cage. A new oil seal with a carbon piston ring 
secondAry and CDJ83 primary carbon face and with a tungsten 
carbide plated shoulder incorporating a hydrodynamic lift pad 
design was used. The air seal had an AM350 steel bellows, 56HT 
carbon face and a chromium-carbide plated shoulder. 
The test was run at 500° to 535°F outer ring temperature for 
a total of 50 hours which was accumulated in three 10-hour, one 
9.6-hour, one 7.6-hour, one 2.5-hour and one I-hour increments, 
as explained below. The oil inlet temperature ranged from 390° 
to 420°F while the inner ring temperature was about the same as 
the outer ring temperature to help control the outer ring. The 
test oil flow was 2 gpm during the entire test. 
DUring the 1st hour of testing two shut downs occurred due 
to shear pin breakage. After the second shut down the test ,was 
re-started with pins of a slightly different design (increased 
shoulder radius and a slightly larger cross section) and continued 
to run for 9.6-hours before a manual shut down was performed as a 
result of an unusual noise coming from the test rig. The rig was 
completely disassembled and the test bearing and the support 
bearing examined. This examination showed nothing at fault and 
the test was re-started and run for 10 hOUT'swithout incident at 
which time the rig was shut down for the weekend. 
The test was re-started and run for 7.6 - hours when 
a shear pin breakage again shut the test down. After a 25 minute 
delay the test was re-started and the remaining 2.4-hours of the 
10-hour period was completed. The remaining two lO-hour periods 
were run without incident. 
During the first 3-hours of testing the total seal leakage 
was about 10 scfm. During the remainder of the test the total 
seal leakage was 3.8 to 6.8 scfm . 
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Upon disassembly the test bearing was found to have some 
slight surface distress on the inner and outer ring accompanied 
by heavy ball contact in the cage pockets as well as evidence of 
eage land contact on about 90° of the circumference. The oil left 
some deposits on the bore of the test bearing housing~ All seal-
ing elements were found to be in excellent condition with 0.003". 
carbon wear on each seal. The shear pin breakage suggests higher 
than normal power loss in this test, presumably from lubricant 
shearing at the bearing or seal contacts and not bulk viscous 
drag, since the Qulk visco&ity of this oil is not excessively 
high. Enclosures 18 through 20 present photographs of test 
elements from this run. 
3. Qualifying Test No.2 - Mobil XRM-I09F, XRM-127B, plus 
10% Kendex 0839 Resin 
The second specified qualifying test was run at 640° to 650°F 
outer ring temperature with an inner ring temperature about equal 
to or 10°F hotter than the outer ring. The oil inlet temperature 
was 500° to 520°F and the oil flow was 1.5 to 2.0 gpm. 
The test ran a total of 50-hours in four 10-hour, one 6-hour, 
and one 4-hour increment as will be explained. After starting 
the test it took 2.7 hours .to reach the desired outer ring temper-
ature of 650°F with 13 amp!? current drawing on both "I" housing 
heaters. Before any appreciable time could be logged at test 
co.ndition one of the "I" housing heaters failed causing the outer 
ring temperature to drop to 600°F necessitating a shut down to 
replace the failed heater. 
Because of the difficulty in reaching and maintaining test 
conditions, additional insulation was obtained and wrapped around 
the outside of the test rig housing. When the test was re-started 
test conditions were reached within 1.1 hours and less than 5 amps 
of "I" housing heat was required to maintain temperature. Three 
10-hour periods were logged before the weekend shutdown. The 
test was re-started and run for 6 hours. The nitrogen supply pipe 
to the seal cavity broke causing a sudden decrease in seal cavity 
pressure. The rig was shut down and the pipe repaired. The test 
was restarted after a 7-hour delay and run for a 10-hour and 4-hour 
period to time-up. 
_ During the first 36 hours of testing prior to the breaking 
of ~he nitrogen supply line the total seal leakage was 9.4 to 13.5 
scfm. After the line breakage it increased to 19.5 to 29.8 scfm. 
The mass spectrometer showed that during the first 36 hours most of 
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leakaqe was about evenly divided between the air and oil seal~. 
Upon disassembly the test bearing was found to be in very 
good condition. Both the oil and air seals were in good condition. 
The oil seal carbon wear was negligible while the air seal carbon 
had worn 0.005:' probably as a result of the high pressure differ-
ential acting on this seal when the seal pressure was lost. The 
shoulders of both seals were in good condition with some chatter 
marks evident on the air seal shoulder. 
Some oil deposits were found in the 
unloaded half of the bearing inner ring. 
this test are presented in Enclosures 21 
V. DISCUSSION 
1. Test Bearings 
bearing cavity and on the 
Photographs documenting 
through 23. 
Since there is only one oil, Mobil XRM-177F, common to both 
Phase I and Phase II testing, the comparison between the heat 
generation of Series I design bearings, used in Phase I, and 
Series II bearings, used in Phase II, will be examined when the 
endurance test with this fluid is discussed in the Final Report. 
Also, since most tests were successful in this Phase, as opposed 
to numerous smearing failures encountered in Phase I, it is 
rather difficult to compare the performance of the ele~troplated 
M-I steel cages with that of the ion silver plated 4340 cages 
used in this phase. It does appear, however, based on the quantita-
tive results to date, that the ion plating is at least as good as 
the electroplating. There is no discernible difference in cage 
material performance in these tests. 
2. Test Seals 
It appeats that by utilizing a face load (0.4 lbs./in of 
circumference) heavy_enough to prevent lift-off in conjunction 
with wear-resistant carbon and shoulder plating, leakage rates on 
the order of 1 scfm for up to 32 hours can be achieved using 
bellows secondary oil seals. This is a decided improvement over 
previous results and can probably be improved upon fu~ther by the 
use of a harder shoulder plate since the present failure mode of 
these seals is excessive wear of the shoulder plating. The most 
promising oil seal tested is the piston ring secondary with a 
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shoulder employing hydrodynamic lift pads. One of these seals has 
been run for two 50-hour tests and is still considered serviceable. 
although the minimum leakage rate obtained with this type of seal 
is 3 to 5 times that seen with a properly function!ng bellows 
seal. It may be possible to combine certain features of the two 
types and employ a bellows secondary with hydrodynamic lift shoulder 
for reliable low-leakage performance in the future. 
The bellows air seal remains essentially trouble-free. It is 
thought that the erosion of the CDJ 83 carbon in the First Qualify-
ing Test which was of such magnitude that the inner wear pads were 
completely removed and the sealing dam reduced to a knife-edge, 
was caused by oxidation of the binder used when exposed to the hot 
air for extended periods. (This seal was utilized for over 60 
hours at various test conditions.) 
A discussion of all seal experience and results to date is 
p~esented in (6). 
3. Viscosity Increase of Blend of Mobil XRM-I09F, XRM-127B, 
and Kendex Resin 
Viscosity of this blend used in the second qualifying test 
increased by roughly 87% during the course of the 50 hour run. 
This is very likely caused by distillation of light ends of the 
XRM-127B at the test temperature. since the loss of this more 
volatile material would lead to a rise of the viscosity in the 
residue. Samples taken from the vent line indicated that oil 
lost through this line was of a low viscosity. The combination 
of bearing test chamber and vent pipe geometry does constitute 
a crude fractional still so that part of the material volati-
lized from the bearing test chamber was returned to the chamber 
by condensation through the vent pipe. but a large part of it 
escaped. Since the XRM-127B is much lighter than the XRM-I09F, 
the proportion lost by distillation would be somewhat greater. 
In addition, there are indications that some thermal degrada-
tion of the hydrocarbon material had occurred. This would lead 
to formation of volatile products which would escape through 
the vent pipe, while some of the residue would probably react 
with other residues to form even more viscous materials. Some 
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evidence of this phenomenon was found in the mass spectra 
scans which were taken on an earlier experiment with XRM-177F 
and reported in (4). Up to the present, no mass scans have 
been. made of the current mixture under test, but it is planned 
to follow these effects during the next run. 
Discussions of this point with the supplier of the XRM 
materials has elicited agreement with the above mechanisms proposed 
for the observed viscosity increase. It is to be noted also that 
there has been no increase in acid number of the lubricants during 
tbis test. Thu~ a viscosity increase of the lubricant due to 
oxidation was not likely. 
4. Overall Outlook 
Mobil Jet II ester performed adequately in open-atmosphere 
testing for 50-hours at bearing temperatures in the 500° to 530°F 
range. Evidence of slight surface distress of bearing ring 
surfaces indicates however, that this lubricant is marginal for 
long-term operation in this temperature region in the test rig used. 
Mobil XRM-I09F plus Kendex resin and Mobil XRM-I09F plus 
XRM-127B plus Kendex resin both performed well for 50 hours with 
inert blanketing at temperatures in the 650°F region and are 
considered suitable for longer term (endurance) testing at these 
conditions. Because of the great increase in viscosity of the 
blend containing Mobil XRM-127B and the relatively small bulk 
viscosity increase of the Mobil XRM-I09F plus Kendex resin over 
Mobil XRM-177F, it is recommended that the XRM-I09F plus resin fluid 
blend be tested in the second 250-hour endurance run. Based on good 
performance in other reported testing on this program, Mobil 
XRM-177F was chosen as the first endurance test fluid. 
The program has progressed to the point where adequate 
seals, lubricant~ and test bearing specimens should permit re-
liable endurance type system testing. 
typed: mlj 
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7 
6 I B&,0#5 r:OofJ) INCtJI/£L.- 718 I '0(7405-6 !II. 
5 ZAt. PIIiG COJ-83 I ,. -i~N 




.. 3 SCAL. I?;~/G i?ETAII.fc/i-' I. 
" 
~N., 










MATERIAL QU"¥TITY DETAIL PER·;UNIT DRAWING NuMBER ITEM PART NAME 
~ i $.830 -c.pgtJ~/A.(A/Ii'-S I17E) 
Wt.LtJJ1I:5 ~4 - s.11':r. 
REV. OESCRIPTION CHK'O I OATE 
THIS DRAWING AND A.LL INFORMATION THEREON 
IS THE PROPERTY OF KOPPERS COMPANY, INC .• 
,. ~1!i.ALA~~O~~;~s ~6~S~EN. :::E ISp~~~I~.D~~ II-:=""'::;;;;;:===="....-"';'''';'--'IM.--'''''-r.-'i 
COPIED UNL,ES$ AUTHORIZED BY THE'M AND (5 
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~lobi 1 XR\I-I09F' 
and 
Kendex 0839 
Mobil Jet II" 
Mobil XRM-I09F, 
Mobil XRM-1278 & 
Kendex 0839 
Open Atmosphere 







































































































- - - - - -
Reason 
for Test Test Conclusion Conditions at End of Test Period 
~ Test Brg. Test Seals Termination & Recommendation 
Viscosity & 
acid no. up 
sligh t 1 Y 
Viscosity & 
acid no. up 












Oil Sea 1 Oil seal 
shoulder lift-off 
grooved Oil seal 
.002-.003 shoulder 
grooved 




Oi 1 sea 1 Time-up 
& shou lder 
gOOd. Air 




on the air 
shoulder. 
Suitable for 




severe for long 
term operations 
in this system. 












~ '" '" 
" 0 '" q >< 









































J11 NEW DEGASSED USED ) Visco @ 100°F Cs/ Visco @ 100°F Cs/ 
:u Oil Acid No. Acid No. Condition 
0 
I Mobil 109F + 10% 550/0.05 648/0.16 20 hrs. @ 630-650 o F 
r 
by weight Kendex 609/0.16 1 30 hrs. @ 630-660 o F en 
0839 c::l ) =: 
=: 
m Mobil Jet II 28/0.1 32/0.2 10 hrs. @ 510-545°F ;J> ::0 0 31/0.2 20 hrs. @ 470-500 o F t-< 
:u 31/0.1 30 hrs. @ 500-515°F 0 ) "'l 33/0.3 40 hrs. @ 510-530 o F H 
-f 33/0.3 50 hrs. @ 500-530 o F t%l 0 en H 
:u 465/0.1 t:j Mobil 109F. Mobil 127B 685/0.1 10 hrs. @ 630-660 o F 0 :z 
-< + 10% by weight 742/0.1 20 hrs. @ 630-650 o F H C"l r r 
en Kendex 0839 776/0.1 30 hrs. @ 640-660
o F <: 0 en 
675/0.1 2 35~9' hrs. @ 640-650 o F H c:: en ~ 829/0.1 45.9 hrs. @ 640-660 o F ('l ::tl 0 t:j , 872/0.1 50 hrs. @ 650°F en H 
H ....... 
t-< W 
Z ;J> :z 
0 1. 1 1/2 gals. of oil were added at the end of 20 hrs. 0 





-f :z 0 
lJ . 
0 
J11 ;J> H 


















































- - - - - - --- - - - -
BEARING CARBON PLATING CARBON 
LUBRICANT USED (I) CAGE(2) MAT'Lo DESIGN (3) ~ DESIGN (4) MAT'Lo DESIGN(S) 
~Iobil XRM-I09F 267107 #10 CDJ83 700489 S~/IO Chrome 700488-10 SN/l CDJ83 700405 SN/I 
+ 10% by weight Carbide 
of Kendex 0839 
56 HT 700397 SN/7 
Mobil Jet II 267109 #17 CDJ83 1010568 SNil Tungsten 101056 SNil 56 HT 700397 SN/2 
Carbide 
Mobil XRM-I09F, 267110 #6 CDJ83 1010568 SN/I Tungsten 101056 SNil 56 HT 700397 SN/2 
Mobil 127B + 10% Carbide 




bearings were W849 steel (459980H) except the one in test 9 which was M-50 steel (459981G). 
cages were ion silver plated and were made of 4340 steel. 
Oil 
The 
seal bellows were AM350 in test No.7. Tests ~9 and #[0 piston type oil seal was used. 
oil seal runner in test #9 and #10 were of a new hydrodynamic lift design. 
PLATING 
~ DESIGN (6) 
Chrome 700405-10 SN/l 
Carbide 
Chrome 70040S-10 SN/l 
Carbide 




air seal bellows in Test #7 for the first 31.3 hours was an Inca 718. It was replaced by an AM350 steel bellows 
remainder of test. Air seal bellows in test #9 and #10 were of AM350. 
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I NNE R RACE, OUTER RACE, CAGE AND BALLS 
AFTER 650°F MOBIL XRM-109F 
AL68T074 
AND 10% BY WEIGHT KENDEX 0839 QUALIF ICATION TEST 























ENCLO SU RE 16 
AIR SEAL, AIR SEAL RUNNER, OIL SEAL, AND OIL SEAL RUNN ER 
AFTER 65 0°F MOBIL XRM- 109F AND 
10% BY WEIGHT OF KENDEX 08 39 QUALIFI CATION TEST 

























ENC LOS URE 17 
ERODED AIR SEAL AfTER 650°f MOBIL XRM-109f 
AND 10% BY WEIGHT OF KENDE¥ 08 39 QUAL IFICATI ON TEST 





















- .. _----- _ .. -_ .. - - --
AL68T074 
ENCLOSURE 18 
INNER RACE, OUTER RACE, CAGE AND BALLS AFTER 
5000F MOBIL JET II OPEN ATMOSPHERE BASELINE TEST 
















AIR SEAL, AIR SEAL RUNNER, OIL SEAL AND OIL SEAL RUNNER 
AFTER 500°F MOBIL JET II OPEN ATMOSPHERE BASELINE TEST 






















BEARING HOUSING BORE AFTER 500°F 
MOBIL JET II OPEN ATMOSPHERE BAS ELINE TEST 
























INNER RACE, OUTER RACE, CAGE AN D BAL L S AFTER 650°F MOBIL XR
M-109F, 
N)OBIL XRM - 127B AND , 10% BY WEIGHT KENDEX 08 3.9 QUALIFICATION TEST 





















AIR SEAL, AIR SEAL RUNNER, OIL SEAL, OIL SEAL 
RUNNER AFTER 650° F MOBIL XRM-I09F, MOBIL XRM-J27B 
AND 10% BY WEIGHT KENDEX 0839 QUAL IFICATION TEST 
























BEARING HOUSING BORE AND TEST SHAFT 
AFTER 650°F MOBIL XRM - 109F, MOBIL XRM-1 27B 
AL68T074 
AND 10% BY WEIGHT KENDEX 0839 QUALIFICATION TEST 
























SUMMARY DATA SHEETS FOR 50-HOUR TASK III TESTS 

















TEST BFARING # 2t,7107 
OIL USF[) HAJ.LIRM,o"+ 10 % b"\ WGT. kE.tiOE~ o83Q DATE 3 -7-'1 
RU~NING TIME, HOURS Iz.~ 2.e 3.2.1 3.1 14.~ 15.0 5.8 ~.Io 7.fc i." I q.lo 1/0./eJ f 
SPEED, Rrt'i I 14- I 1''1- I IL\-' l4\- I 14- l4 I \4- 14- 1+ ! 
I I 10(., lo~ I 10(. I 10h A I r- r';WI FOLD fr::::;s. (rs I) 10(" /0' 10' 10(" I la' 
3EARI~G CnVITY PRESS, (PSI) j I 
" 




(.-, I '-1 (,-7 '-1 I I I III I - - I 111 I III I , SEAL CAV1TY PR~~SS. (?SI) III III III I /I 1 III III i 
liOT All{ FLOt': (scFn) I 30 I \ I . 3.3 .3(, I 3fo I 3(" i 3~ I 3"fo 3b I .3" I 
T0:5T 0 I L FUM (ern) I I ~ !~ I I I 1 I I I l 1 I I f J I 
I -l~ ~ ~.e I- I I I !2-TOHL SEi'.L L"',I,:,\GE (sen:) ~.6 ..a. 2. 2. 2-
TEST CEA~ING OLJTEr~ Rlt1G (oF) ! -. ! in Ilo40! ;- 11' ! <.40 f.'to I./fO (; Jfo 'i'-O to 'f{) ''l-S 4lfS !z I 'v I i I.~ I ('('0 i ,." 0 . "~ To:sl 8E;;F;liiG Ir::lER RIOIG (oF) '-"5" II' Ii=:\ ,~O 'SO <.40 ~CoO C. (. S" 
ROLLER BfAI' l~iG Cun::q R I~,G (oF) . u I 5"0 Ql i ~ '2.S" ~oS I '00 S(.o Sao 1 ~S'149$1 cf/.9d 
OIL SEAL HOUSING (OF) I~ Sf 5"'1 I 0 184$! S'S 8/fo I 7.0 f 7So I 180 I 760 78d I 
.'I~ SEAL [lOUSING (0F) !~ ! ~SS I n° IV I 8"5' i'o 8So I 7~o I 9,..,s I 9So 9~o 9,soi 
Tt:sT BE"HlI~'C HOUSING (OF) ! '0 ']1 .• 0 I ~ 1. I (,'10 1o~0 5<-0 42.0 "f~o ".t+R~ I 4iO I 4;0 
ROLLER BEAnl~G nOU~ING (OF) V 70S 1 t=- in I (.,ID taM .~I"J 566 . l/JIo '+10 ,.,.gO iff 0 
A I R ~EAL BELLO;,S (OF) f- 935' VJ ~ I Bbto ~C}o 8210 1~ol qlO q~o q~ '.l.0 





- 1- - I . . .. 
-
OIL INLET (OF) ~ I 500 500 I Sf 0 sOO 410 500 4'to $00 sool 
OIL OUTLET (oF) 505" 
'---
540 4~!$ "'-2.0 ~7(j ~70 , 4f.~ __ ~'0 _ _ 47i1 
t MALFUNC.TlO~ Of I. R. HlGH TEM\>E.a.~'TURE. 
S HUT DOWN 
During the first test period the majority of the total seal leakage was 
across the oil seal. 



























H I I N , 
~ 
I , 
TEST BtARING ff 2~ 1/07 
OIL USED MOSILliMlO,F;- 10 % BVWGt1'. K£NDe.~ OS3q DATE 3/7-8/'1 , . 
RU~NING TIME HOURS fIl. 4-1 11 ... '1 11~.1 I If. S 11~.1. 1/5.41/t.f4 1'1.4-II~.q !.:20 .'11 ~J.l.' I ~~·1 \" 
SPEED, Rrr-, I 14 I 14 I I I ~ I at j I Lf I Itt! I q. I I 't- I I ~ ., 14 
AIR r'i"rlIFOL[) f'r;t::;s. (rsl) 
·~--~r~~+-~~----~----~~~~~~~~~~_r~~~I~~~~~r---~ 
S[AI< It,O C/,VITY PI<ESS. (PSI) (,-8 I '-8 ,,-e, 
SEAL C~V1TY p~. SSe (PSI) 11\ I \\\ I III~ ,1\ t III I III I III I III I 1\1 I III 
\lOT AiR FLOr,J (GCFn) 3" I ~~-I (I) I 2Lf I 21.\ I ~+ 4-41 44- I 40 I +0 11-0 
TEST OIL FLO:I (Cril) 1- u 1---1 -I u ;;; -1-7 I 1.1.5"'1 1.1.5 It.'2.S i /.'2..5" 1/.1.s! 1.'2.S ! /.2.G' 1/,2.51 
TOT.'L SEI;L L[/.::rr.[ (SGF;;) a t;.J, I";; I-n u -i-.3·'-I~:e-l ..?1 :<.S' 1 .(.1 :l.S I ..2., . :l..s 
r I . 1·,""--1 !. ! I I i I' Tcs-( GC,'[;I,<C Cuw, Rl':r. (roc) t ~4-'O I ("if·O ~ I r I <t,S'o ~50 &.50 6.55 fD5"O ,~ '"~o ~SO I 
, I ! (1\ i-I . I I I I I 
Ti:ST [',E""li;G I::nu: i-;I[·IG (en ! ~Cao. ~~O! ."1 I Q (.(,0 ~90 G,SS <0'10 ft,iS I kiO ,-'0, (.151 
1-5 I .52.$ 1.52.0 S If) I 
OIL SEAL f!OUSli·JG (oF) 71..01110 11(.0 110 I 
'1'1 SEAL ~IOlJS::\G ("F) 'i70 qso 9.f'SI 95a! 
TEST Br::!,r~i:c ~()lJSING (oF) Jf~o () . "f1" i .if8() 1+-'; 
ROLLEf~ [lu,rm'G 110Uti ING (OF) () I '"\-15 .... 'S 'tBo .5/ () , $1 () I S~ I SIt> 
AIR ~EAL BELW,S (oF) I q~o I 92.0 I I- ~ ljl.o\i~o I gss 1 Cfl.O I C?~s I '12.0 I ttoo I qlO 
HOT AIR IN t-1ANI!"OLD (OF) {_! - I r.n l-
OlL INLET (OF) SOO .DOO ' . 5t>O ,+qO 
OIL OUTLET (OF) 1/7fJ ~7d I £.tl0 'fft,S' 
1: END OF F\R.ST TE ST PER\OO 
During the 2nd 10-hour test period the majority of the total seal leakage for the 
first 5 hours was across the oil seal and approximately equal between the oil and 
the air seal for the last 5 hours. 













TEST BtARING H 2. (p 1 J 01 
OIL USEoM081L.1&!11O,Ft- 10 % BY WGT. KE.NOE.)I.... oe'?>~ DATE qte- 12./r.e 
RUNNING TIME, HOURS !...t4.2- ~4:S! ~5.2. ! ;.5.5" 12.'.'2,.! .2.1.1- ).e.~ ~S.1 . ~".l. I 30.'1._ . .31.2. 132.;l. 
SPEED, Rr~l I Ilf- Pi L!of L"'r I~ 11+ ,J.\- Ilt 1'+ 
AIR r.iMJIFOLD FnE:;S. (rSl) i lOt. i lOt. 1016 Ilo~ . lot. I • I let. /(J, /~b 110' 
GEARING CAVITY PRESS. (PSI) i '-e c. (. ! ~ l. ~ (. I , t. , I 
SEAL CAVITY PRESS. (rsl) 11\ I 11\ III III III ~ III I III III III I 
IiOT AIR FLO\'! (SOFtl) i +0 I I in i So 41'5 1 .48 I +s --..... If' &f'fJ Ifr +8 
t TEST OIL FLOl'J (en·l) i '.2-S" I- '< I l.l. S' 1.7-S" I 1.1.5 1.'2.5' I ~ I ,,'2.S" 1.2.5' /.2.S' /.2.s-' 
! TOTAL SE(L LEAKAGE (SOFM) I .1.5 oc I ~ ! ~·4 ~.S ~ :2.- UI~: 2- /.] I /. a I J. a 
j 
TeST CEr,nlr(G OUTc:n RlilG (eF) ! c.40 I ~ \- <OSO I (,50 I ~:so i (.5"0 ':.;{{ <-SO .r;~ '5$ 1(.(.0 
i I (;;ia c.SO I £-1'l. ~90 i ~ ~ C.10 I f. 9'0 I TC:ST BEARING INNeR RING (OF) I (, (,,0 ~80 (.10 1010 
I ROLLER BEARING OUTEQ RING (OF) 
"1-80 I t.U ~ I 5'5"" 5,0 SSS I 'OS" I g UJ I SBsl C.IO I (.1.0 (.2,0 
i GIL SEAL HOUSING (OF) 15S ~ I l"! g30 8~ ! i~o 1835 _:·':1 &~O ca~s- 8'-$ g~o I I 
I ,'I:l SEAL fious ING (::>F) 9~O I . /000 1000 I 1t!H!)$' /0/0 )--1 !/ocS leoS,/o/O I/o/(J ! 
! TEST BE',r(I~'C f-:cus I NG (oF) ! "fl() Cl h t.,S c.qO "'10 t.1S ~ ~I t.t.S '/.'0 I (.'0 . ,. ... S 
ROLLER BEARING nOu~ING (OF) ~OO I h .V) (.1$ I (,'+0 
'l.foO t..£4..5 ~V> (..S'O ,50 '50 "'1-0 f AIR SEAL BELLOWS (OF) qlO V) h- qgO qqO <t'S qqo ~ I ~ro CliO 9151910 
HOT AIR IN M~NIPOLO (OF) 
-
I 
- - - -
~ 
- - -t 
OIL INLET (OF) SOO I SIS 500. i 5"00 500 ~ $CC 500 5bD 
OIL OUTLET (OF) 4"5' 500 '{oqO ~~o '+'IS 't'\S' £tClS' soo 
.. 
END OF SEC.OND TEST PE.RlO\) 
Duri~g the third 10-hour test period the majority of the total seal leakage 
was across the oil' seal. 



























TEST BFARING H Zt. 7/07 
elL USED NaiL ~MlOIIF+ 10 % B'< LU G T. k E. NO Eo X OS 39 flATE 3/1:J- ~'/~F ~ 1 
RUNNING TIME, Hou~s 13~.2.13'f.~ !.J'I.'} 135:2. ~!B.I !3f.J.J 3'·9 1.f./.~ I 
SPEED, Rn'1 I 1'+ l~ I~ /1 I 
1\lil 1·iA:IIFOLD F·r.E~S. (rsl) I I ~ lOr. /o&, 10" I I , lot. I 
3EARI~G CAVITY PRESS. (PSI) i Go I ~ ~ I I c. 1 
SE,\L CI,VlTY PRESS. (~·sll J'I I I J I , I I I I 11/ ~ 
hOT ;\ 1 n FLO~'J (SCFn) I -S'-tt I .50 I so I f- (f) Iss I ~ I I I I 
TEST OIL FLOW (CFM) 11.'15 1.'2.5 11.25' ! 0:: I ~ I f- ! L'lS I 51; I I 
I 
I I ,.~. t. e ! l.Cj I ~ \JIll! I TOT,iL SEr~L LEAKACE (SGFi-i) i, __ ! 9 ~ I 
TEST DEAnl~G OlJTEr~ RlfJG (OF) I <eSO 1 ~n ! l- I (;i. I -::1 I . "5"0 I (,50 i ~SS" 
TEST DEt, td r'~G i r\~!E~ R 1i·IG (oF) !Cn101Co10 ~~'10 j UJ Q lU i,sS! ~ I 
ROLLER BEAPI~IG DUE'; ?I~·:G (OFlI SSO I SSO 5'SOI ~ <1~ISool~1 I I 
GIL SEAL ~ous INC (OF) I V:z. 0 i;l..O I S 10 j • 0 I ~"'!. ! I €.B'S J ~ I I I 
1/010 i /Ot').$' q 90 _Q I ..... I o- ct?>$" I t .': 1'1 S:::AL flous ING ("'F) I 0. 




0 S1S" ;;) 
ROLLER BEARING nou~ING (OF) 
,40 I '¥D ,~O f.;.. va l- Sgo llt 
AIR ~EAL BELlm~s (OF) 
. 98a 9BO 980 V) I :u 1 (/) gJ,O ~I 
HOT AIR IN MANiFOLD (OF) 
-I -I- I- - I I I 
OIL INLET (OF) 500 I soo i Soc SD(l 
Oil OUTLET (oF) +'0 '1*80 ~8'0 ~7S 
~ 
~T uc:: 









































TEST BFARING H 2.1.7/09 
01 L USED Mo BIL ::rET II. (OPEN ATMOSP't\ERc.) DATE S/20-22/~e 
RUNNING TIME, HOURS lo.a I 1.2, Il.q '.;2. '1\3.+ 1'1:2. 5.2.. ~.2. ,.2. e.'2. I~.-i-l/~~f 
SPEEO, Rrl~i 11't I I lit I ,... I~ 1'1- 1'+ 1'1 I~' I~ I 
AIR HM!IFOLD Fr.cc;s, (rsl) i /OfD I I 10' I lOt. '0(. I 10C. II)' I()' I~' lOt..: 
3EM1tr;G CAVITY PRESS,'(PSI) j t. I ~ I I fa 1 __ I ~ I C. 1_,--- (. I (. ,,1 G. 
SEALCI,VlTYP"c:ss.(rSI) 111/ -~~--
HOT AIR FLO\! (SCFr-l) I 50 
TEST 0 I L FLO\-J (crn) i 2. 
" I·~ I -.... I I-U) I I I" I I TOHL SUL LC:A::ACE (30Ft",) I/o:z.. ~ I r 9·~ 1<:L-.. ~ "i.8 .5'.3 I 4.2. S,9 *2. I :!..S 
TEST 8EJ1f1lJJG GUTEr' Rtr-!G (Cn j 520 IT! CJ) .:J~.5Z0 !~_-: I SIt I 530 I .s'iS I 535 1.s&5 152.0 I 5/0 
I w:ox: 50S rWI soo I S2.S' I 54fSl 51.$1, -",15IsI0 I 50°1 
I 4-~5' I~ Q/.I ""as" I "I-¥S I ifSS I if2S I J/-IO 140S' '+00 
OIL SC:AL HOUSII,G (OF) 1;,.- -'I - j;,.* I.I! - i - ! - f - I.;.... 
;: I R $;::/, L fious I "G (oF) 
TEST Bt:,\r(I~'C HOUSING (OF) ~cto 
ROLLEtl [lEf.RI~'G [lOUSING (OF) aqo '3(.0 
AIR SEAL BELLm,s (OF) - I -
HOT AIR IN ~1AN:FOLO (OF) I [100 I ~' I IIIc.ol--rJO~Orlli;IJ!t.~11ls~Jj,soJ '''0 11110 
OIL INLET (OF) VJ Af2.0 "as' '+2.0 If/a J #dtJ '3CJa I 
OIL OUTLET (OF) 440 If.., Q ..,. IS' ~f)f) '/fJo 3~ 0 















TEST BF:ARING H 2'7/0q 
OIL USED MOSH. J'E.T'l! (C?E.N A,\'II\OSPHERE) DATE SIZ2.-2~/~1 
RUNN I f,G T fME, HOURS I II. 2. 1/2.'2.1 l'a:2. 1.3.8 !1Lf.b 1 15., 1t...S /1.t. I II·' /9./, !.aO.S 1..2/.' f 
SPEED, Wi I Ji1 I Pt I 1'+ 1'+ 14 If 14 14 t II/ I~' l'f 
AIR r:MIIFOLD P:1ESS. (r'sI1iI0(" ! /0/.0 10f. I lo~ I IO~ , la~ let.. /IJI. 14' /of. leI. 
Gr::M1It;GCIIVITYPRESS.'(f)SI) ! Co I G:,,, I ~ G. I ~ ,I (" I, ", 
SU,L Cr,VITY P:c:SS. (PSI) i III I III I III I III III I III III III I 11/ '" I III ! 
I:OT tllR FLO\! (SCFti) I 52. I S2 i sa II- 35" +8 I +8 4', ss 52. 52. 152. ' 
TESTOILFLC',i(C~i'l) 12 12 2.. let '2. I '2.. I ~ 1'2. 1'2. Z 2 2o! 
" I I <l: I I' I" TOT::'" SE/.L L[,;:;,\CE (88Ft:) ! Lt.!. I 5.9 i 5.S it t..il~ i-I $.0 I .,.., I .s. 0 .s-. 0 ~.q: G..,. ! 
, I I I I . 
TE,;T DU,[W,'G 0d',Tr, RlilG (en ! S'IO 152..0 152.0 V) "'I 500 I SL 0 #-76 SOO .soo Sao soo soo 
TEST 8EMill,C 1:::)[2 Rlr:G (c'Fl 1 5 10 I SIO ISIO I~ ;;, 'tCfO. S2.o 480 500 Sec Sea sao .5'00 
ROLLtR BEAPJ,\:G CUTE'; RI~,'G (Onl 'foo I 'foo i 4/0 I~ :::1 ~10 14-10 I aqo ¥-fa i4fI.O I ~",ol';'fo "1-2.0 
i GIL SEAL HOUS1UG (OF) I - ! - I - I;, ~ - ! - - i - - I - I -- -
I ,: Irl SEAL }'OlJ31~G (oF) I ~~O I gt.o I ~10 ! 0 I 710 ! 825' I 840 I aSSKss 1 25S gss I 810 I 
I TEST BEI,r~I~'C ~()USING_ (OF) 1380 I ~go I 380 in ~ I /f'lS t ~,9S '!-9'S +qo '1'lO 1'1'90 Isco I so.s I 
i ROLLER [3EI,RI~'G nOU~ING (oF) ! 3'013(.0 I 350 c:t149SI~9SIIf'i.G 4"10 IlfCfD 1""'101Af-~O I ~qo 
I AIR SEAL BELLO\-JS (OF 1 I - - r - I - - I - - r - - I - -
HOT AIR IN HANIFOLD (OF) ! 1110 "gO litliO 1010 lotio l(Jt}C 1100 /121:) I/Ja.o 11120 lisa I 
OIL INLET (OF) 3'\0 3C1o I '!90 , 'i'lc '+2.0 3'0 ~cro 3'0 3QO !'\o ~qO I 
OIL OUTLET (OF) 390 3~ol ~(J I Jlcc 'f!>c .leo I i'''~ 11'tJs5" ~tr 41tJ +O() 













TEST Bf':AR I NG H 2"11 ocr 
OIL USED~O&lL '!C"1I. C()PEN ~l't'\OSP~ERE) DATE .5/2.'4- 21 1('8 
l RUNNING TIME, HOURS 1.22., I ~!·1 !..?If.I./ ~'f.~i ~S.! 1 ~(.t3 ..27.3 ,21.3' ..').UI ';0.6 '''It! 13.l.'ff 
! SPEED, Rri'i I It+ I I~ I J~ I 11/-1 IJf I I'T I &t tat I 11.\- I \'\ 1 \~ I 
AIR r;,\ilIFOLD rr,c::;s. (rsJ) JOb lOb 
SEM-:n:G C'IVIH Pr-ESS. (PSI) ~ 'I 
SEAL Cr,VITY Pf!!CSS. (PSI) III I III 11/ I I III I 11/ III/ I III I III I III III I III 
liOT AIR FLat: (scFn) I S2 I S2--r5~ I h '1 I SO [- I 'fB" 1 --¥,- I ~4-1 .~ -[ 'I-{' I ~, 
__ T_EST OIL FLO',! (Oe;-l) ______ 2. I_~ 2,.! ~~ I z. 2. 2. 2. In--i~, l-,e- 2. I e,._. I 
TOT1\L S[l.L L:'::,\:<,\f:E (sr.p·~ 1(',8 1 $'I--i~" I ~.iO I -: ili9'1.s:'"} I .5.~ I '., 1..s:8J:S:7 i $TJ 
i T~ST 8EAnlr~G CljTEr~ RltJG (CF) I soo i 500 i .soo I !' ~ ! .'SIO I Q$' i $2.0' .52.0 1 .sao I S2.5" SIS I SI.s-1 
! T:::ST BE .11, r: I :~G i i;j;E~ R n~G (:":;;-) l.seo I $00 I $00 t~~ \... I SOO I 52S 16-2.0 . .s~(J 1.s2() Sa-oS SIS" SIS : 
I RDLLER BEAPi~G CUTEQ RI~G (OF) "i'2.0 I ~I.C 14f1.() I t\l ;~ , 430 4-50 I ~'H) I ~ I ~$O I ~.sO I ~30 I ~20 I ! i 
i OIL SEAL HOUSINO (OF) 
-
i- i-
.... 1 - !- i-I- I_ - - - I j I ! 
I " 1'1 S:::iI L }I00S i \'G ("Fl I 810 ! V1~ I g70 : ... 1 78$ ! gSa 870 I ~8'C 8'9'fJ I 91.0 tf(2D 19P-O! 
I Isoo , :01500 Jf'~ -.p,~ ! - 1-TEST ac:,.,nlp'c Hcus I NG ( of) soc i 500 4 'IS' J.Io'lS" tI/-'Jr 
I ROLLER BEAnl~G nOutilNG (OF) ~fo If'l() I SOO t: ~1~ 1f'1() ~'1S 1-9.5' "f9~ : ~9~ - -
f j 1- \1>, ~ I -I I I A I R :'EAL BELLm,s (oF) ,- - - - -/ -
- - -I HOT AIR IN MANIFOLD (OF) ./ISO I/SO IllSo -~ lISt) 1114 /13() 11/3C //¥() Il.OC 11170 11'2.00 
I OIL INLET (OF) 3'° 3'10 jato. 39a +20 "I-/() 4I/d If-I() ~/() 'flO Jl-IC I I OIL OUTLET (oF) ~D ~d~ 13'" - - - - - - - -













TEST B~ARING H Z G, 7/09 
OIL USED MeSH. 'J'EJ lI. (O~E'N ~TMOS~t\Ei.E) DATE 5/A7-:J. S'/'I 
• 
RUNN ING T lr'lE, Hou;,s 132.91.33.3 ! ~3,q \3+.9 135.3 I ~S".4 35:7 3t...7 37·7 3 <i.7 I ~9.1 I S'oc.1 ( 
SPEED, Wi I 14- i 14J- 1'1 lq.! l't /'+ I'+! 1'+ l"t I~ 
lilR r'1.HIIFOLD Fm:ss. (rsl) I {()io lot. /01_' IO~ IOto JOt. IO~ I/o, 10'. I'" 
3EfIf;liJG C"VITY PnESS. (PSI) i " (. I C. I t. I t. ~ I , I ~ Go ~ 
sULC/,vITYFrns.{psl) 11111111111 1111 III III III II/ /IIIIIIJ 
l,OT t, Ii< FLO': (seen) .5!.\- I So I So -4-'~ __ I '+5' I So $(J I ~I ~I +F I 
, 'I I I..... I . I I i TEST 0 I L FLO:! (Gli1) II- t. '2. '2..2. I 0 Z. e '2.. 2. I 2 g. I 
1 ' _ I I ! TOT,\L S[t',L LCO!\::,\GE (88F1:) !cr ui f,s! $.~ ! S.3 ~., r ~ S:~ s.s f - ,.5' (.·8 '.3 I 
, It. I I I I tv ~ ,,1.- ! i TeST SEf"W;C Cum, R IfiG (OF) !~ ..... z , SoO I .Sl'l. S'O'l. I SZc) J - ~ 5102 S/c .5"2.0 S'Z5"; .53" $'2. $' 
I I I ! I "(.. I ! i i TEST 8t:t."::;O 1:::1[[1 [:lflG (T) ! V) 0.. 1 'tiS! .5'0$ I .;J'~C $20 L k $00 SIO 152.0 I S~S- 52!!'. 5'1.5" 
j ROLLER Bt~p I~!G CUTE'; R I~!G (OFlI~ 01. ~iO f'Za I ~~() "fl.() I C/)~I '1-40 I &t10! *~S" i At¥O I 4¥-S" 1/-"1-0 
j OIL SEAL HOUSIt·JG (oF) ~ - 1- - - ! ~"I - - - - 1 - - I 
1'1:1 SEH '~ii3 i~G ("F) iq,: i! "'/1f!} ?I() IKO 1 ?1~ ~ \l 7'-0 I 8'0 8,0 I "0' I VGC I 9'0 ! 
f TEST Bro',nll'G HOUSING. (oF) 1.0 VJI 3io I 370 3,0 J'tI ii \) ¥-IS 'tZo 470 'tf~a' ~5 ! .f-85J 
~OLLER [lEAR 1 ~G r;ou:; ING (OF) Ie; JfO I J'd ~G I"'AS" P ~ 1f1S" ~/() if'S 415 475 i"~l 
! I I;' 'I I 
• AIR SEAL 3ELLO\-JS (OF) I ~ I - - - - (I)~ - - I - - - -
HOT AIR IN ~iAN1FOlO (OF) /0"0 11/50 1/70 IIJfS' IO?>O /110 1110 i 1110 /110 JIIS' 
OIL INLET (OF) 390 I J9.5' .. 31~ ~5' 'tIS' '-'00 11J16 '+16 i.l-IS '+1 D I 
OIL OUTLET (oF J - - - - - -- - - - -






























TEST SF:ARING H Z, 71 (j q 
OIL USED t-\o6'\.. ~i.T:It (OPEN ~V\OS9t1E~a) DATE S/)'8-2Qj41 
RUNNING TIME, Hou~s 
'IfLS ~1..el L\-~,91 ~~.9 I is-a \ 4~.t. 'f7.Jl. ~1.q 11-8.3 4Q.3 I .5"c,! ~/.~ 
I Iii ! I 1!L 14 . 14-SPEED, Rr~i 1'1- II.\- \"t 14 IL10 14 
AIR r;,\;·!IFGLD r·~E:;S. (rsl) 10c. I 10f. tot. IC' . I lOt. I ~ t. I It), la' ~1. IC' I 
Gr::Mlll;C C~VITY PnESS. ("SI) , ~I 
'" 
, ~ n , I '-
.. t. ~ , G, ~ 
SEAL ChVITY p~~SS. (PSI) i III /1/ /11 11/ 0 ILL I III 3 I J 1 III II I III ! 
.- -
110T /dR FLOt'! (SCFr':) i 19 I ,+8 I '1-8 '1-8 Q! 4G ~9 I ~ Lj. Lj. I ~'8 I/S ~S- J 
TEST OIL FLOW terM) l 'Z. 2. '2 12- I L ~ 2- ,2, I~·~I 2- f a 2- I 
TOTi\L SEAL LEAr-o\eE (SGFt:) I S.I 5!'J I • '''' I ee.. 'l.. ~ f.p • S" l'\L --'-- '.'2. 1 ,.tl 0l~1 4-.'\ .s.+ I $0/ 0 ~-;",I 
TEST G[~~lr~G OUTEr~ Rlr~G (OF) ,52.0 I 520 Sg.o !SZS"! ~~I .520 530 ~ "'I ,£"1$ 512- .5'Do I ~O() 
TioST l5Et,f<li<G I::m:n RIIIG ('T) 152.0 Is'ZO 152.0 1.~f2.S"1 t ~ $'00 14-2$ Vi ".1 ~(JO 1$20 .$"/" ISD4 
Lt'30 11f6() ~ 0 I 'f30 I '-I.3D ROLLER BEAP I"IG OUTE'f R P-!G (Onl Jt4S' Jf.tfo I -f"f() j 'fSO t.U' ~11-" ~2~ 
OIL SEAL HOUSIIiG (oF) 1- - - I- I \\l u.! - - ,-. Vi! -1- - - I 
i 1'1 Su, L flous I ;,G (oF) I 1&.5' ie's i('o 1'c -. ~ 'iSS i8a -. ~ 8'0 870 'i1$ 'lf1a ! 
TEST aE',nl~'C: HOUSING (oF) I *10 lft.S fI''1f' $b" ~C &.t~ lof"'lO ~~ ,+QO 4~ JffS"1 '1"0 
ROLLER 3EARING nOu~ING (OF) 4f.go ~ 47C 'lfo I ~ ~ ~30 ~iO ~ .0 Jf80 1/+0 .lf75 ~t) 
AIR ~F.AL BELLm,s (OF) 






HOT AIR IN MANiFOLD (oF) I 1110 110 1110 11/0 1130 "(,,0 lI'fS 1150 /(1..0 IIS'(J \ 
OIL INLeT (OF) 'tIS AiI5' I "f/~ ~f.o !TaO ..-2S ! '+00 'fos 390 38a I 
OIL OUTLET (OF) 
- - - - - - -
- - -















TEST Br::ARING# 21.7109 
Oil USED MO'SlL "3ETIt (OPEN tlTMOSPHERE.) DA TE 5h94s I 
RUNNING TI~E, HOURS 5Z.3 I S3.~ I Sli.3 I $S.~ 
.5'$' 15'.5 
SPEED, Rrt'l I/Lf l/f! 1'+ I 1"\ I I~ 
CEARIUG CAVITY PRESS, (PSI) 
I·.", ';""W,," 'cm, Ie,,) I I.~ lib I. -1 1010 r4 101. I CI '---1- I 
I Co I '" ~ l. --'- I ill i ' 
SEAL Cr,VITY Prr:ss. (rsl) I III I HI I I" I III I III 
llOT AIR FLO~, (SCFn) I *,S I If.;r I 'l-S J 'l-S I i"S 
TEST OIL FLOI! (Gill) r-Z--I-z I "2. "2.r-Z--I ; I I! TorL Sc:n lE/,,;,\r.E (SCFr:) ! ('.0 (.., i.. I) t..."'! s.s 
T,, __ ,' "I ""-'1"<' r"J-'7" f)I'IG (c::-') I 5 A $ I 5"'''' I -AI> I -I'IA I "'''0 Ic-,-~, ,),,/,1, n.~ 1,.;,1[_\, C\,' ,j ( .., • W~ I .;;:;;;J*J", .,;;;1,"",,-, I a;;J., 
TEST BE,',[;lr:G i,':nER RII,IG (rF) l.f:rlo 1$00 I Sao I ;,.PiS' I ~,S" 









OIL SEAL HOUSING (OF) 
- I - I -- - I ~ ! -.L1Il 





I TEST BE~r( I~'C HGUSI-NG ___ (oF) r:;2i-~~.s- -I' I~--
I ROLLER 3t/.RI~G i10U~ING (OF) +2S" '+IS' L....__ - - - - - - - - - - ---- ----- ---"-~"-=---'-''----i-':'-----! 
AIR ~EAL BELW.JS (oFl I - I - I - I - I - I..s:\. 
t-.... 
....t.......... HOT AIR IN MANIFOLD (OF) : LlSo I 11$0 I 1/$$I//S5'1 /ISS-
OIL INLET (OF) 390 laf$" I 390 I 3? I~"o VI 
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~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~ () 0 ~ a 'i-- r- - rn ~ m I Q 0 - t\l ~ ~ ...... f - :f- a=. \J " ()ij ~ - .... 0'-- r-
-- -
f--
0- ... ...... ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 Q () Q - l'f\ 0 ~ 0 I - \\l ,.. f 0. cC' a ~ 0:- ~ ~ - - ... - ...... 
" 
.... V) 0- r-- ,.... 
- --:--
~ ... ...... ~ ~ ~ () 0 0 0 0 + - m ~ Q ~ ~ I - ~ (i. ~ , 00 0 ~ - - .... * 0- 0& -
" 
'\J ...... .... 
-.--- .. f--
~ ... r- t:' ~ S ~ \t) Q () 0 ::r - - ~ I 0 ~ 1 -
* 
\\l ~ 0 ~ ~ - .... - 0' ~ .., 0-- .... ~ 
-,..-. 
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'Xl .... ,. - ... ~ ~ ~ Q ~ 0 <:) Q 0 ;.. () 
-
~ \'of 0 ,.. t rot C)o ~ 0 tc) - -" - - -.9 ~ I.Q 0"- c.a ,.... " -I-- I- ---- - 1-7' 
CO ..g f"- a 0 ~ 0 to a 0 * .!..9 - ~ N ~ !'O 00 0 ~ 0 - ::f- ,a I r- N cr - () - - - J ~ ..s ...9 -
'" -
- - --pi {i;. ~H -" c: ,. ~j 7;' ~ ~ d Sj I • 
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1'-' 0 C 'fJ 0 Cl 
r~ <0 w . w C.: I- - ~ t" OJ ~ .J :::l 
'0 c: (j') rc c lC :::l 
'c'1 
:::l 0 a 
0 I.>.J 0- <, c; (5 ... :: I·· U ~ '-' 1.: (n 1I. :>: c: ,', 
--
:J.. ? 
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TEST Br::ARING H :J.'711() 
Gll USED MOaaL ltRM Ip'F, M4.1L)(lM''2.'e+/~J,Byw'r.-~J>aXD8'9 DATE '/I~/'B 
..- -
Rur;N ING TIME, HOURS 1/.5.' JI#.' 1/7.7 IS.7 \/,.1 1.2.0.1 . ,;21.7 22.7 2.3·1 2i1.71 ZS.7 I ~,., r 
SPEED, Rrr·j 11"t Ilf l!t If- 1'+ If lifo Ill- llf I 1+ . 1'1 
IiIR r-;AfJlFOLD PRESS. (PSI) ! IO~ 10f. IO~ /0'· 101. I lOla 101. I JOt. 101. 1010 let. 
GEARlt;G CAVITY PIlESS. (PSI) 1'-1 1.-1 '-1 '-1 ,-1 ~-; I 1.-1 (,-1 1.-7 '-1 .,-, 
Sn.LC!.VITYPIl·'SS. (PSI) Ill. til I III Itl III j III III '" ill III /1/ ! 
1 I I I - I l:CT AIr; FLO~! (serfi) ! ItO '"+0 *0 i JfO 4-0 4-8 I +8 I i/~ .ifF "/-8 q ~1. I 
! TEST OIL FLot-! (G;i'l) I 2. I 2. 2.! 2. 2. I 2. 2. I 2. I '2. 2.. J::: ~ 2-
; TOT"L SE!'L LEAK,\CE (scFr~) 1/0.1.. C\.'2. cr.If q.~ B.ct ID.f. I/o.fa ,.5" Ilc.t. 10.""\ i ~ i 12.2. I 
I Tt:ST S[,\;,(I1;G CUTc:n RI;·:I; (On I r.lofo I '$2)! t.'+S' ''IS I '3e '''fo I 'Lf~ t~tJ t~lJ ,~ ~" (,,'1-0 
i I I I I I • • I I 
; TES, H:C\i:lt;G Ir:ilt::i': flli·JC (e;:l I (.2.0 i 1.'+0 , '11-5' I '00 Wo foAl-a I 'So '-So ,1/-0 Il.k l.lJ" '30 I 
! ROLLER BEAPP:G CUTE'" RI;.'G (Onl S+.5"i 4'.5"51 Sl.S'" I .,..,s-isss I S'tJ l.ss-,s I $~D J .r~1J I $fJ I ~ ::! 5'301 
j Oil SEAL EOUSJr,C (oF) I - - I - - I - ! - I _ I - - I";""" 1"-" -
1'1'1 SU,L fious INC (0F) 1950 ! "0 't7S '7.5· i '76' ! 9ft) 9,0 'I <t's ''1$ I 995 ~ ~ ql.5"! 
I' ~ I ~ I ,'OJ "I • TEST BE,,'il~-C f'cuSING (oF) ! C.10 115 ilS I 7fJS. 100 I TDD 70S" 7IJS '7fJS" ''It) ~ I ,to I ROLLEr! 3E,\fll~'G nOUSING (oF) I (.10 - I - - - - - -' - - \f) ~ - .-
! AIR ~EAL SELLO'.vS (oF) I ,'0 got:> iOD goo 18'00 BIS '20 ,t.o I Ito Bt.o III lQO 
I HOT AIR IN ~1AN\FOLD (OF) (1110 1/1'10 111'10 f 11'10 111'10 12DO 1%00 I II.(JO 1200 liDd IIQO 
OIL INLET (OF) 1.530 530 t 530 S30 .s30 $2$ .520 SID ".51.0 52.0 S/5' I 
OIL OUTLET (oF) loSle 5'0 Isso ~$$ .5'35" S¥$ .slfS' .5'¥.$". 1st'S ..s'IC 5t.() 
f .. TESr CONDiTIONS. --~- . 1 
The majority of t~e total seal leakage was across the oil seal. 































TEST BtARING H 21.1 , J 0 
OIL USED MOaaL.MMap", MOBU.X~M n .. 1a ... '.0010 BY WGT. kaliDa¥.. 0la9 DATE f. /114 .. 11 lfaa 
• 
------- - -_ .. _----
_. 
~~. '1 ~r3"S-t RUNNING TIME, HOURS 21 .• 2.8.t. 2Q·4 30.(' ,3/.' 1-!2.t. 33.C. .3 ifJ. 35'.(, 3',(. 
SPEED, RrH I .* 1'\0 I~ ,'" I ,* I I~ 14 Iiof- IAt 1'+ ''+ 
AIR ~ANIFOLD FRE3S. (PSI) /0 t. lOt. 101. lOt. '0" I lOt. IO~ I 16' 16' I~' lOt. 
nE~nl~G CAVITY PRESS. (PSI) (.-1 I c.-, ('-1 t.-7 I 1.-' ~-7 (.-' (.-' '-1 (,-1 1..-'1 
SEt\L Cr\V1TY Pr!:--ss. (rs I) I "I III I III III III III III jl/ III IIJ 
" I 
rOT :;IR FLm1 (scm) I '+f. I 't-" I "lot, i "ft. '+t. I *10 1ft. *2. 4-4 '+S 51. 
TEST OIL FLO\'! (Gri-ll If. t 12 I z 1 I 2- I~ 12. 12- 2- .... ~ 2-
Il'2..S II.:; I 16.&' ! lI.q I oLQl TGT~L SEf.L LE,'\,:~:~r.E (SCFi-:) 1O.' 1'1.B '3.t. IC." I tid 12,·3 S.S' 
TEST 8E~nl~G GUTEr~ RlrJG (O?) c.'+0 t.*'tJ I--~.'i-O !-'to I la50 1..50 'SO C.So (,50 ("(.0 ~~ 1.'+0 
! c.!.\-O . ">1-TC~7 BEi\~ 1 ;~G 1 ~:~;~~ R 1r.1G (C;) ~~O i I.,~O (,'+0 ,*$0 c.~O bifoO I ('SO 1.'0 t.oll (. '2. 0 
,1JLLER BfAi' p·e :Uifq R I; G (Oni SSO Iss-a GS'() sso S't.o SSG I .s'a I ,st.fJ I $' (J I G'd ~::: .Elk, 
GIL SEAL f'OUStr::: (oF) I- i- i-
-
1- !- 1- - f- - I- -I 
. 11 SEAl flous I"G (~Fl I q8,~ I 91b I ~n(J I Q10 I "'0 ,'S cr1S '110 "70 130 - - u. IOID I 
TEST BE;R I~'C Hcus 1 NG_ (oF) I ~ Cjo ~~o I ,'d c,qo leO 7 ~f) 7D~ 7'" 7t)() 11~ '~ \)1 t.8S" 
ROLLER BEARING nOU~ING (OF) St.O 570 I 47~ S'S I S5~ -slC .5"0 .5"'$ S7~ ,s-'D J-.a Sw> 
7cto I 79D ,qo I 7CiO I VJ ~ 'IfD AIR ~EAL aELLO~S (OF) I goo ,qo 
"'0 7 Vo I 7" fJ t.7() HOT AIR IN ~:ANIf'OLD (OF) t 11.10 1'2.00 1"'\0 11.00 '"00 11OS" /2.00 /1.0" JI.OO IIS"() LQ 12.00 
OIL INLET (or) SIS I .sZO i 510 . 52.0 .5'1.5" $1-0 S2.() .52. 0 I .$.10 53~ S1.D I 
OIL OUTLET (oF) 
.5'0 5'*'0 S'IO 5'+0 S'IS" .s'lfJ S'I/-S ..5t~ js-S'() .rID .530 
'ES C.OND\ NS 
, 
The majorjty of the total seal leakage was across the oil sea 1. 






































TEST BEAR I:-IG H 2. (. , /I 0 
Oil USED MOIIL.JRMlMf,t;\081L.!3';"3.1S±lct .hAY /J1&T k._ji.J 08~' DATE '117-III/~Y ~ r 
RUNNING TIME, HOURS 3,.$ ~.,.S" ~.S"I~I.S "l.s"~ I ~ 11. "l Lt3·8 ..... e 'is'·S 'H.. a '11.9 I ""., . 
SPEED, Rr~i 11'+ 110\- I~ 11. J+ ILt IL\- I~ 1'1- 1&+ '* . 
AIR ~AOIFoLn r~[3S. (rsl) 10'* I If)' I()I, If) " 
"' I lOla lOt. /1)' I", I" ItJ. BEA~I~G CAVITY PRESS. (rsl) .,., I (,-' ,-, ~., 1.-' I Ct-' c,., (,-' I l.-' ('-1 '-1 
SEAL C"VITY Pru:SS. (PSI) III III III 1/1 II/ I III III III III III III 
liOT illR FLD\1 (SCFt-l) I _'tt- I 'i" I Iff. '1-1. I 'loS" II-S 4S 'fos. 'l-S- 1f5" If' I 
TEST OIL FLm-J (CHi) I 2 2 12 ~ 2- It ~ 1.1S '.15 '.1S" 1·1S /.75 
TOTAL SE/.L LEAKAGE (SCFi-i) II.' I JI.e; I Ie.' 1/.'10 ! I() 161 2.~ 14 ''2..~ ~3 I !O .30 
TeST JC'.f1It,C OUTen RHIC (oF) 
'(.*5 (,50 ~Go 'So ! 'SO :t ll.J I to $0 c.c.o ,-sc Cos-o f. .$'"0 ,..,.., 
I t.'fS it,~ . T:=S7 !3E:\r.H~G i!,:rJE~ Rn·1G (OF) 'SO 'SO 'GD ,Go I. If 0 . f.40 (,35 (,35" I t.'+tJ 'if a 
ROLLER BfAPING CUE'l Rlt-!G (OF) SSo SSD .sso .5.5G' I SEo ! lU --J I S,S" I sso ! 510 1 5 'lsi ssS 54D 
OIL SEAL HOUSING (OF) 1- - 1- - 1- !~ ... 1 - - - -I - -
'1:1 SEAL f!ous INC (nF) IIO'D l"s 1~lJfJ IlJllfJ I /fJlJ tJ < f70 I 'I() qlS I 'fIC qz.s- 9"5 
TEST oE',r< I~'(; HCUSING ( oF) I 'to ,'S- ,,() , 'fJ "tJ 10. ~ '0'0 <-1.0 c.!.0 '-'0 "2.01 (.10 
ROLLER BEARI~G nou~ING (OF) Sf.~ S'S S,.s- s's S,S- ~ jL 530 I SClO ~IO S~ '-00 .S'~ 
SIS' 11/0 VI ~I '5'0 
, 
(.t}O A I R SEAL BELLm,s (OF) elS 81D KIf) '-8S i7()S 71JS- ("S'O 
HOT AIR IN MANIFOLD (OF) /201' I'2.D'O 1200 IZfJO /'1-Db CO 1130 11'0 117IJ 1186 1170 ! "70 
OIL INLET (OF) 52. 0 .52 () I SZ 0 _ S2.o S''l.() $1'1 51/<) I SIS- Sz..s S'LS 5'00 
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